Abstract Algorithm selection using Metalearning aims to find mappings between problem characteristics (i.e. metafeatures) with relative algorithm performance to predict the best algorithm(s) for new datasets. Therefore, it is of the utmost importance that the metafeatures used are informative. In Collaborative Filtering, recent research has created an extensive collection of such metafeatures. However, since these are created based on the practitioner's understanding of the problem, they may not capture the most relevant aspects necessary to properly characterize the problem. We propose to overcome this problem by taking advantage of Representation Learning, which is able to create an alternative problem characterizations by having the data guide the design of the representation instead of the practitioner's opinion. Our hypothesis states that such alternative representations can be used to replace standard metafeatures, hence hence leading to a more robust approach to Metalearning. We propose a novel procedure specially designed for Collaborative Filtering algorithm selection. The procedure models Collaborative Filtering as graphs and extracts distributed representations using graph2vec. Experimental results show that the proposed procedure creates representations that are competitive with state-of-the-art metafeatures, while requiring significantly less data and without virtually any human input.
Introduction
The task of recommending the best algorithms for a new given problem, also known as algorithm selection, is widely studied in Machine Learning (ML) (Brazdil et al, 2003; Prudêncio and Ludermir, 2004; Smith-Miles, 2008) . One of its most popular approaches, Metalearning (MtL), looks for a function to map metafeatures (characteristics extracted from a dataset representing the problem) to metatargets (the performance of a group of algorithms when applied to this dataset) (Brazdil et al, 2009 ). This function, learned via a ML algorithm, can be used to recommend algorithms for new datasets.
One of the main concerns in MtL is the design of metafeatures that are informative regarding algorithm performance (Vanschoren, 2010) . MtL has been successfully used in many ML tasks. However, since each ML task has its specificities, different sets of metafeatures may be necessary for each task. Hence, an essential part of the work of a MtL practitioner is the design of hand tailored metafeatures suitable for the task at hand. This has resulted in large collections of metafeatures for tasks like regression (Amasyali and Ersoy, 2009) , classification (Gama and Brazdil, 1995; Kalousis and Hilario, 2001 ) and Collaborative Filtering (Cunha et al, 2018a,b) .
In Collaborative Filtering (CF) algorithm selection approaches, several informative metafeatures have been proposed (Cunha et al, 2018b) , ranging from rating matrix characteristics (Adomavicius and Zhang, 2012; Ekstrand and Riedl, 2012; Griffith et al, 2012; Matuszyk and Spiliopoulou, 2014; Cunha et al, 2016; Collins et al, 2018) to performance estimates on data samples (Cunha et al, 2017b) . However, these metafeatures have important limitations: all are tailor made and therefore depend on he practitioner's experience and perspective on the problem. Unlike previous works, this paper investigates how useful metafeatures can be designed while minimizing human interference.
Representational Learning (RL) (Bengio et al, 2013) uses ML algorithms and domain knowledge to learn alternative and potentially richer representations for a given problem to enhance predictive performance in other ML tasks. Examples of successful applications are text classification (Bengio et al, 2013) and image recognition (He et al, 2016) . However, to the best of our knowledge, this approach has never been used for algorithm selection tasks.
In this paper we use a RL approach to automatically design metafeatures for the problem of algorithm selection in CF. The solution proposed is inspired on distributed representations (Lecun et al, 2015) , which represent each problem entity by its underlying relationships with other lower-granularity elements. An example is word2vec (Mikolov et al, 2013) , which represents each word in a text using a set of neighbouring words. This paper investigates the hypothesis that there is a distributed representation technique able to create a latent representation of the CF problem, which can produce alternative metafeatures. This representation is created using graph2vec (Narayanan et al, 2017) , a technique inspired in word2vec. The proposed procedure, cf2vec, has 4 essential steps: 1) to convert the CF matrix into a graph, 2) to reduce the problem complexity via graph sampling, 3) to learn the distributed repre-sentations and 4) to train a metamodel with using the representation learned as metafeatures. We evaluate cf2vec against state-of-the-art CF metafeatures and show their performance to be comparable with state-of-the-art metafeatures, while requiring significantly less data and without virtually any human input.
This document is organized as follows: Section 2 presents a literature review on MtL and RL for the investigated problem; Section 3 introduces the proposed technique cf2vec; Section 4 describes the experimental setup used to validate cf2vec, while Section 5 reports the experimental analysis conducted. Finally, Section 6 presents the main conclusions, discusses cf2vec's limitations and introduces directions for future work.
Related Work

Metalearning
MtL attempts to model algorithm performance in terms of problem characteristics (Vanschoren, 2010) . One of its main applications is algorithm selection, first conceptualized by (Rice, 1976) . Figure 1 presents the conceptualized framework, which defines several search spaces: problem, feature, algorithm and performance, represented by P , F , A and Y . A problem is described as: for a given instance p ∈ P , with features f (p) ∈ F , find the mapping S(f (p)) into A, such that the selected algorithm a ∈ A maximizes y(a(p)) ∈ Y (Rice, 1976) . Hence, algorithm selection can be formulated as a learning task whose goal is to learn a metamodel able to recommend algorithms for a new task. The first algorithm selection approaches for CF appeared recently (Adomavicius and Zhang, 2012; Ekstrand and Riedl, 2012; Griffith et al, 2012; Matuszyk and Spiliopoulou, 2014) , but had low representativeness: the experimental setup and nature and diversity of metafeatures were very limited. More advanced and extensively validated CF metafeatures have been proposed: -Rating Matrix metafeatures (Cunha et al, 2016) : these characteristics describe several rating matrix properties using a systematic metafeature generation framework (Pinto et al, 2016) . This collection of metafeatures combines sets of objects, functions and post-functions. The metafeatures proposed use three objects (rating matrix and its rows and columns), four functions (original ratings, number of ratings, mean rating value and sum of ratings) and eleven post-functions (maximum, minimum, mean, standard deviation, median, mode, entropy, gini, skewness and kurtosis). -Subsampling landmarkers (Cunha et al, 2017b) : these metafeatures are created using performance estimates on random samples extracted from the original datasets. First, random samples are extracted for each CF dataset. Next, CF algorithms are trained on these samples and their performance assessed using different evaluation measures. The outcome is a subsampling landmarker for each pair algorithm/evaluation measure. -Graph metafeatures (Cunha et al, 2018a) : this approach models CF as a graph and takes advantage of the systematic metafeature extraction procedure (Pinto et al, 2016) and the hierarchical decomposition of complex data structures (Cunha et al, 2017a) . This allows to define important levels (graph, node, pairwise and subgraph) to be characterized using Graph Theory characteristics. -Comprehensive metafeatures (Cunha et al, 2018a ): This collection aggregates all metafeatures from all previous approaches. Correlation Feature Selection is used to obtain the most significant metafeatures.
Representational Learning
Although there are alternatives, like probabilistic models and manifold learning (Bengio, 2011; Bengio et al, 2013) , the classical RL technique is the Autoencoder (Bourlard and Kamp, 1988; Lecun, 1987) . Figure 2 shows its architecture, simplified for easier readability.
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Output layer o f () g() Fig. 2 : Autoencoder architecture. Autoencoders are obtained by training a neural network to reproduce the input vector in the output vector using a hidden layer with less neurons than the output layer. For such, the network learns two functions: an encoding function f and a decoding function g. Since this hidden layer is able to preserve useful properties of the data, it can represent the input (Goodfellow et al, 2016; Lecun et al, 2015; Schmidhuber, 2015) .
Autoencoders can, theoretically, be used in any ML task, including CF. In fact, they have been used to provide recommendations (Sedhain et al, 2015; Strub et al, 2016; Wu et al, 2016) . These works learn latent representations for each user and/or item, which are in turn used to make the recommendations. However, cf2vec needs a latent representation able to describe the entire dataset, like the metafeatures do. Hence, these are not useful to our purposes.
A better alternative is the distributed representations (Lecun et al, 2015) . As the name suggests, each entity is represented by a pattern of activity distributed over many elements, and each element participates in the representation of many different entities (Rumelhart et al, 1986) . In essence, they also represent the input as a real-valued vector, but using a different network architecture. The most significant techniques for our problem are discussed next.
word2vec (Mikolov et al, 2013 ) assumes that two words are similar (and have similar representations) if they have similar contexts. In this case, the context refers to a predefined amount of neighboring words. One architecture proposed to learn these representations is the skipgram, which predicts surrounding words given the current word. Figure 3 shows how skipgram works. (Mikolov et al, 2013) . Each target word w t , represented as one-hot encoding for a vocabulary V , is connected to a hidden layer h. This hidden layer, where the distributed representations are, has a predefined size d. Each distributed representation is connected to the previous and next c context words (i.e. w t−c , w ... , w t−1 , w t+1 , w ... , w t+c ). The network weights are updated until a learning stop criterion is reached.
doc2vec (Le and Mikolov, 2014) learns distributed representations for sequence of words with different lengths (i.e. paragraphs, documents, etc.). One of the introduced algorithms (i.e. Paragraph Vector Distributed Bag of Words (PV-DBOW)) allows a straightforward adaptation of word2vec's skipgram: instead of predicting context words based on a current word, now the neural network predicts sequences of words belonging to a particular document. A variation of this technique is available in graph2vec (Narayanan et al, 2017) : by considering each graph as a document, it is able to represent each graph by its underlying nodes. The process has two stages: 1) create rooted subgraphs in order to generate vocabulary and 2) train the PV-DBOW skipgram model. This technique will be discussed in detail in Section 3.3.2.
Distributed Representations as CF metafeatures
This section introduces the main contribution of this work: cf2vec. Next, its essential steps are presented: 1) to convert the CF matrix into a graph, 2) to reduce the problem complexity via graph sampling, 3) to learn the distributed representations and 4) to train a metamodel with alternative metafeatures.
3.1 Convert CF matrix into graph CF is usually described by a rating matrix R |U |×|I| , representing a set of users U and items I. Each element of this matrix is the feedback provided by each user for each item. Figure 4a shows a toy example of a rating matrix. To use graph2vec, the input elements must be graphs. Since (Cunha et al, 2018a) have shown that a CF rating matrix can be seen as an adjacency matrix, then the problem can be stated as: consider a bipartite graph G, whose nodes U and I represent users and items, respectively. The edges E connects elements of the two groups and represent the feedback provided by users to items. The edges can be weighted in order to represent preference values (ratings). Figure 4b shows the conversion of the toy example from Figure 4a.
Sampling graphs
An important part of metafeature design is the effort required (Vanschoren, 2010) : if the task is slower than training and evaluating all algorithms on the new problem, then it is useless. Considering how CF graphs can reach quite large sizes, this is a pressing issue and it motivates our necessity in reducing the problem dimensionality. Since one is not interested in the actual time required, but rather on reducing the amount of data to be processed in order to reduce the time needed, the focus lies on investigating which is the minimum amount of data which allows to maintain a high predictive performance.
Thus, an intermediate (but not mandatory) step is added: graph sampling. In order to find a distributed representation as closely related as possible to the entire graph, a sampling technique able to preserve the graph structural properties must be chosen. According to (Leskovec and Faloutsos, 2006) , a good choice is random walk. It performs multiple explorations of graph paths until θ nodes are reached and uses all of them to obtain the respective subgraph.
Learn distributed representation
Taking advantage of graph2vec's agnostic nature, one argues that the problem can be defined as follows: given a set of CF graphs G = {g 1 , g 2 , ...} and a positive integer σ (i.e., distributed representation size), one aims to learn a σ-dimensional distributed representation for every graph. Hence, this process creates a matrix of distributed representations E |G|×σ , which can be regarded as a metafeature representations for all considered graphs. Two steps are required: 1) to extract of rooted subgraphs and 2) to learn matrix E.
Extract rooted subgraphs
A rooted subgraph sg δ n is composed by the set of nodes (and corresponding edges) around node n ∈ g i that are reachable in δ hops. Learning the distributed representation requires the extraction of rooted subgraphs for all nodes. Thus, the process must be applied to N nodes, in which N = |U | + |I|.
Rooted subgraphs in graph2vec are generated using the Weisfeiler-Lehman relabeling procedure (Shervashidze et al, 2011) . Beyond being able to inspect neighboring nodes, it is also able to incorporate information about the neighbors in a single node's name. As a result, it creates a rich textual description for every graph. To do so, it iteratively traverses each original node and using all neighbors as the current node label. Next, it replaces the original node labels by new compressed names, which represent a neighborhood structure. The process repeats until d hops are reached. Every rooted subgraph can be represented by a numeric vector with the frequency each node (original or compressed) appears in the representation, similar to one-hot encoding.
Learn matrix E
Considering how now there is a graph vocabulary, then the skipgram model can be used straightforwardly. As it can be seen in Figure 5 , each graph g i is represented by its identifier and connected to δ context rooted subgraphs sg. Training such a neural network allows to learn similar distributed representations for graphs with similar rooted subgraphs. The authors believe that this relationship also relates with algorithm performance, similarly to what happens in other metafeatures. Hence, it is suitable for algorithm selection.
In order to learn the weights, then one must train the network. The learning process, based on Stochastic Gradient Descent, iteratively performs these (Narayanan et al, 2017) . steps until conversion is achieved: 1) feedforward weights from input to the output layer, 2) application of a softmax classifier to compare the output layer's weights with the subgraph representations and 3) backpropagation of the errors through the network. Doing so, it learns matrices E and C, which represent the distribuetd representations and context matrices, respectively. Notice the skipgram is trained using Negative Sampling, which does not use all subgraphs belong to a graph. Instead, it takes advantage of few random subgraphs that do not belong to the graph. This way, training is more efficient.
Learn metamodel
Notice that matrix E can be easily used as metafeatures. Thus, every problem p i is described by independent variables (the i-th row of matrix E) and the dependent variables (the respective ranking of algorithms). Obtaining these pairs for all g i , allows to create a metadatabase like the one in Figure 6 . Formally, the submission of all problems p i (i.e. g i ) to cf2vec produces the metafeatures ω = f (p i ). To create the dependent variables, each problem p i is associated with the respective ranking of algorithms π, based on the performance values for a specific evaluation measure y k ∈ Y . This ranking considers a static ordering of the algorithms a j (using for instance an alphabetical order) and is composed by a permutation of values {1, ..., |A|}. These values indicate, for each position l, the respective ranking. A learning algorithm is then used to induce a metamodel. In order to make predictions, the metamodel can be applied to metafeaturesω = f (p α ) extracted from a new problem p α to predict its best ranking of algorithmsπ.
Considering how the problem is modelled, the ideal solution is Label Ranking (LR) (Hüllermeier et al, 2008; Vembu and Gärtner, 2010) . Thus, the algorithm selection problem for CF using LR is: for every dataset p ∈ P , with features f (p) ∈ F associated with the respective rankings π p , find the selection mapping g(f (p)) into the permutation space Ω, such that the selected ranking of algorithms π p maximizes the performance mapping y(π p ) ∈ Y .
Experimental setup
Any MtL-based problem for algorithm selection has two well defined levels: the baselevel (a conventional ML task applying ML algorithms to problemrelated datasets) and the metalevel (apply ML algorithms to metadatasets). In this work, the base level is a CF task and the metalevel is the application of ML algorithms for Label Ranking. From this point onward baselearners and metalearners are the algorithms used in the baselevel and in the metalevel, respectively. Next, the experimental setup used in this work is presented.
Collaborative Filtering
In the baselevel, CF baselearners are applied to CF datasets and evaluated using CF assessment measures. It uses 38 datasets, described in Table 1, The experiments were carried out with MyMediaLite (Gantner et al, 2011) . Two CF tasks were addressed: Rating Prediction and Item Recommendation. While the first aims to predict the rating an user would assign to a new instance, the second aims to recommend a ranked list of items. Since the tasks are different, so are the baselearners and evaluation measures required.
The following CF baselearners were used for Rating Prediction: Matrix Factorization (MF), Biased MF (BMF) (Salakhutdinov and Mnih, 2008) , Latent Feature Log Linear Model (LFLLM) (Menon and Elkan, 2010) , SVD++ (Koren, 2008), 3 versions of Sigmoid Asymmetric Factor Model (SIAFM, SUAFM and SCAFM) (Paterek, 2007) , User Item Baseline (UIB) (Koren, 2010) and Global Average (GA). For Item Recommendation, the baselearners chosen were BPRMF (Rendle et al, 2009 ), Weighted BPRMF (WBPRMF) (Rendle et al, 2009), Soft Margin Ranking MF (SMRMF) (Weimer et al, 2008) , WRMF (Hu et al, 2008) and Most Popular (MP). The baselearners were selected based on the fact that all are Matrix Factorization algorithms, well known for their predictive power and computational efficiency. In the Item Recommendation experiments the baselearners were evaluated using NDCG and AUC, while for Rating Prediction, NMAE and RMSE were used. All experiments were performed using 10-fold cross-validation. To prevent bias in favour of any baselearner, the hyperparameters were not tuned.
Metalearning with Label Ranking
The metalevel use metalearners to map metafeatures to metatargets. This work investigates two types of metafeatures:
-Comprehensive metafeatures (Cunha et al, 2018a) : chosen to represent standard MtL approaches, since they achieve the best performance and represent the most diverse set of problem characteristics. -cf2vec metafeatures: distributed representations learned from the proposed procedure. One important issue to address is the hyperparameter optimization since depending on their settings, different representations are produced. This work pays special attention to δ and σ, since they were shown to be the most important in (Mikolov et al, 2013) . However, all hyperparameters are tuned using grid search (Bergstra and Bengio, 2012) .
The multicriteria metatargets procedure used in the latest related work approach for CF algorithm selection (Cunha et al, 2018a ) is replicated here. The authors introduce a novel way to model the metatargets, which is able to create a single ranking of algorithms by considering more than one evaluation measure. This decision has been made since it allows to create fairer rankings and to reduce the amount of algorithm selection problems investigated.
This work uses only one metalearner, since one aims to simplify the presentation of results. To that end, KNN (Soares, 2015) was chosen due to its superior predictive performance in CF algorithm selection (Cunha et al, 2018a) . The experiments use as baseline the Average Rankings algorithm (Brazdil and Soares, 2000) . Metamodels are evaluated using Kendall's Tau and leave one out cross-validation and tuned using grid search (Bergstra and Bengio, 2012) .
Results and Discussion
Here, a set of Research Questions (RQs) are posed to empirically compare the merits of cf2vec's distributed representations against CF metafeatures.
RQ 1. Which is the best θ setting in cf2vec?
This analysis investigates the effect of θ (amount of nodes sampled per graph) on Kendall's tau performance, which measures how similar are the true and predicted rankings of CF algorithms averaged by all datasets considered. According to these results:
-cf2vec creates informative representations: this is supported by the fact that all their performances are better than the baseline AR. -cf2vec is never better than CM: although the performance results come very close to CM's, this threshold is never beaten.
-The best settings is θ = 100: although the performances are quite similar, it is visible that the best and median performances increase until this threshold, but suffer a small decrease afterwards.
RQ 2. How cf2vec performance is affected by graph2vec's hyperparameters?
This analysis focusses on two hyperparameters: σ and δ, the representation size and the amount of context subgraphs, respectively. All other hyperparameters are disregarded since no obvious patterns emerged. Figures 8 and 9 present Kendall's tau performance for all cf2vec metamodels built with θ = 100, since this proved to be the best setting. According to these results:
-The performances for σ are stable: although the best and worst performances slightly fluctuate, the median values remain the same. These are surprising results, which may be explained by limited grid search settings. However, considering the reduced amount of meta-examples and the curse of dimensionality, it would be difficult to improve these results. -Hyperparameter δ has a significant impact on the predictive performance: both metatargets increase their performance until δ = 6. Soon after, their performances decreases. However, lower amounts of context subgraphs lead to better performance (look how δ ∈ {3, 4, 5} perform better than δ = 8).
RQ 3. How does the performance of the best cf2vec metamodel compare with the best metamodel induced with Comprehensive Metafeatures?
To select the best cf2vec hyperparameter settings, the best performance on both CF problems must be found. To illustrate how the performance is distributed, Figure 10 presents the best Kendall's tau performances for both problems. The metamodels are identified by their σ and δ hyperparameters. The results show that metamodels with δ = 6 occupy the vast majority of performances that simultaneously maximize the performance on both tasks. Among these, the best hyperparameter settings correspond to the performance point placed at (0.805, 0.858), in which σ = 30. The metamodel trained with this hyperparameter settings is henceforth used as cf2vec's representative.
To understand how cf2vec competes with other strategies, a statistically significance test was used: Critical Difference (CD) diagrams (Demšar, 2006) . Each strategy is represented by its best metamodel's performances for all datasets. These are used here to rank several metalearners and to assess whether the differences are statistically significant. The CD interval createdwhich is calculated with a Friedman's test -connects all metalearners for which there is no statistically significant difference. Figure 11 shows these results. The results show that there is no statistically significant difference between CM and cf2vec and that both are better than the baseline. Thus, the proposed approach is not only suitable to the task at hand, but it is also as good as the best CF metafeatures.
RQ 4. What is the impact on the baselevel performance achieved by cf2vec?
Since differences in baselevel performances in a ranking can be quite costly, it is essential to assess each metalearner by the baselevel predictive performance of its predicted rankings. To do so, each threshold t in the predicted ranking of algorithms is replaced by the respective baselearner's performance. This performance vector is then normalized and averaged by all datasets. Figure 12 shows these results for both CF problems. The amount of thresholds t is different because each problem has a different amount of algorithms. The results are presented in percentage in order to facilitate interpretation. The results show that while CM is better for t = 1 in Item Recommendation, for all remaining thresholds, cf2vec and CM have the same performance. However, in Rating Prediction, cf2vec is better than CM for t ∈ {2, 3, 4, 5, 6} and equal for t = 1. These results show that cf2vec obtains a comparable (and even higher) baselevel performance. Considering the similarity in predictive performance for both types of metafeatures in all previous analysis, it is important to understand whether there are clear relationships between them and the metatargets. These relations can potentialy explain the results obtained.
The literature in distributed representations often refers to t-sne (Van Der Maaten and Hinton, 2008) to explore high-fimensional datasets. However, two limitations have shown this technique to not be ideal in our setup: 1) the procedure is stochastic, hence the representations are not static and 2) the process, being specially designed for a large amount of data points, is not ideal to our problem, where only 38 data points exist. Hence, PCA was used to visualize the high-dimensional metafeatures in a two dimensional map. To enrich the results, the ranking of baselearners for each dataset is shown using a colour gradient which is assigned based on metatarget similarity. This highlights clear patterns between metafeatures and metatargets: if similar (or the same) metatargets are assigned to two similar datasets (placed near one another) there is a clear pattern. Figures 13 and 14 The results show that both metafeatures work well in two cases:
-Same domain and similar metatargets: most datasets from the same domain have clearly visible patterns in the mappings between metafeatures and metatargets. This occurs for the AMZ and JT domains. -Different domains but similar metatargets: some datasets from different domains, and sharing similar metatargets, are close to each other. This happens for the BC and FL datasets in Item Recommendation and for the YE and FL datasets in Rating Prediction.
The previous observations refer to the easily predictable meta-instances. The fact that both types of metafeatures are able to properly map the instances together is a good reason to explain why they perform well for the majority of datasets. However, some problems were found:
-Anomalies: some points are close to others without any apparent reason.
This occurs in the TA dataset for both CF problems and the YE dataset in the Item recommendation problem. This may have occurred because the current metafeatures are not good enough to characterize these datasets. -Same domain but different metatargets: some datasets from the same domain appear close. However, their rankings are significantly different. This occurs for the ML, YH and MT datasets. A possible reason is difficulty of the metamodel to correctly predict the rankings of algorithms. This difficulty can be potentially be reduced by tuning the metalearner hyperparameters and by chosing metalearners with different bias.
The low occurrence of these problems can explain the high predictive performance obtained. However, their occurrence points out the need for further studies. One important issue lies in the need to find more and more diverse datasets and baselearners to complement such observations. Finally, although cf2vec shows interesting and useful patterns, CM seems to be generally better at mapping the difficult problems. This may be the missing indicator which justify the differences in predictive performance. Therefore, although the hypothesis of using distributed representations as metafeatures alternatives is validated, it is clear that other techniques may be needed to surpass the performance of several hand designed metafeatures specially designed for this empirical setup. Nevertheless, the research direction presented shows promising new algorithm selection solutions in CF and other ML tasks.
Conclusions
This paper introduced a novel technique for CF metafeature design: cf2vec. cf2vec adapts a known distributed representation technique graph2vec to the context of CF algorithm selection. To do so, the procedure converts CF datasets into graphs, reduces the problem complexity via graph sampling, learns the distributed representation and uses them as alternative metafeatures. Experiments carried out show that cf2vec is competitive with the state-of-the-art collection of CF metafeatures, with no statistically significant differences. The main advantages of cf2vec are: the metafeatures are automatically generated without virtually any human intervention, the process can be tuned to adjust the metafeatures to the experimental setup and the procedure reaches the same performance as the state-of-the-art, but requiring a smaller amount of data. However, cf2vec also has limitations. These are discussed next, along with suggestions to deal with them:
-Representation Learning: this work used graph2vec as the main procedure to learn the distributed representations. The choice was supported by its theoretically applicability to this work and motivated by existing related works on CF graph metafeatures (Cunha et al, 2018a) . However, other techniques can be considered, such as Autoencoders (for instance, adapting Image Processing techniques using Convolutional Neural Networks (LeCun et al, 1990) to the CF domain, given the similarity between images and rating matrices) and RL techniques specially designed for CF (Sedhain et al, 2015; Strub et al, 2016; Wu et al, 2016 ) (but designed to describe the whole dataset rather than each user; alternatively, these representations can be directly used to perform algorithm selection on an user level). Despite the clear motivation to use either, none is yet ready to be applied to the general CF algorithm selection problem and require modifications. -Hyperparameter Tuning: according to the experimental results, the proposed technique is sensitive to the value of some hyperparameters. Hence, the metafeature extraction process requires training multiple graph2vec models to find the best one. Although this study tried to indicate the best hyperparameter values (which may be used as default), it is essential to understand that a different experimental setup may require a different hyperparameter setting to achieve optimal results. -Predictive Performance: the presented experimental setup, although extensive in nature, may still be the reason to why the proposed metafeatures are not significantly better than the state-of-the-art. Reasons such as insufficient amount of datasets and baselearners, imbalanced data (not enough meta-examples for all metatargets considered) and lack of hyperparameter optimisation in the baselearners may influence the experimental results. However, the authors would like to acknowledge how difficult it still is to obtain a more suitable experimental setup in the CF domain. -Metafeature Importance: most previous works in CF algorithm selection have investigated which metafeatures are the most relevant. Despite becoming increasingly complex and harder to interpret, there was still a hint towards which data properties were important. In this case, since the metafeatures created are latent, it is impossible to perform the same analysis. Therefore, until procedures able to extract meaning from latent features surface, the analysis is limited to the one presented in this work.
